


COVER + INSIDE COVER  |   RETHINK LVT 0733V in hybrid 48100 + GRAIN LVT 0364V in alloy 64515
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm  |  installed brick + monolithic

Combining hard surface  
durability with soft surface 
aesthetics, reThink woven  
LVT is a hybrid floor covering. 
Complex in texture, durable  
in nature, smarter than ever.

reinventing  
textile. 

Our design team set out 
to rethink the way we use 
materials and construct flooring. 
Looking to textiles and modern 
fabrics, we created a new high 
performance surface.



RETHINK LVT 0733V in hybrid 48100 + carbon 48505 
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm  |  installed monolithic + custom cut

made to perform.

An ExoGuard™ Quartz Enhanced Urethane finish coats 

the surface, creating a barrier to stop spills and dirt 

from penetrating the woven fabric. Engineered for low-

maintenance, reThink is tightly welded to prevent moisture 

transfer and fraying.

Technically resilient, reThink stands up to the heaviest 

commercial traffic. Even when wet, the surface is slip 

retardant, with an ASTM rating of >.8 for incline installations. 

Product ingredients matter. Designed with material health 

in mind, reThink is certified non-toxic, phthalate-free and 

fiberglass-free. 



welded durability.

Each layer is stacked and bound into a single solid surface, 

providing antibacterial protection, resisting stains and scuffs, 

absorbing sound. This welded construction stops even the 

smallest crumb from getting down into the interlaced texture. 

Strength in layers. Designed to perform.

DESIGN EMBOSS LAYER

CURLING PREVENTION  
BALANCE LAYER

STABILIZATION LAYER

EXTRA SOUND  
ABSORPTION LAYER

CLEAR DESIGN  
PROTECTION LAYER

PREMIUM WOVEN  
VINYL FABRIC

EXOGUARD™   
PROTECTIVE  

BARRIER WITH  
ANTI-BACTERIAL  

CERAMIC COATING

RETHINK LVT 0733V in energy 48405 + carbon 48505 + hybrid 48100 
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm  |  installed herringbone



RETHINK LVT 0733V in energy 48405 + carbon 48505 + hybrid 48100 
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm  |  installed monolithic

tough beauty, quiet resilience.



RETHINK LVT 0733V in hybrid 48100 + GRAIN LVT 0364V in alloy 64515
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm

RETHINK LVT 0733V in hybrid 48100
9 x 36 in.  |  23 x 91 cm  |  installed herringbone

weave in functionality.


